TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL:  GLO Page 63

Maps

A-527 1952
A-379 1950
A-1619 1948
A-676 1956
A-438 1950
B-270 1950

CONDITION

Found W.S. COATES Bearing tree -- 16" Fir bears 570°W 11.3 feet -- At a bearing

of N 70°E at a distance of 11.4 feet from the W.S. COATES Bearing tree,

which is now a rotten snag. I found a 2" Iron pipe set by W.A. Markham R.E. #1842 as shown in County records. Refer to County map F-40-83.

W.S. COATES bearing tree was rotten and the scribbling was barely visible.

I replaced Markham's pipe with a brass cap and made two new bits.

There is a white ceder post at the end of a north-south fence

COMMENTS: line located along the Wilson river highway #6 which was

set by the State Forestry. The post is South of the corner.

REWITNESS

I SET

2" Iron pipe with 3" Brass Cap in concrete and tile.

60" Hat-Section

North 1/2 feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

12" Fir N 11°W 71' 32" S10'4" BT CS (BT Tags)
13" Fir N 83°W 36' 36" S10'4" BT CS (BT Tags)

COMMENTS: there are two fence lines coming together

at the W.S. COATES bearing tree. one fence line goes southerly

from the bit and the other proceeds easterly from the bit.

The corner is 400 feet uphill from the Wilson river highway #6.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Geo. W. Urrey

Gale Arthur

Jim Boehm

DATE: 5-72 / 6-72

PHOTO#: * = County corner tag affixed.
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